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Run # 999- April 26, 2018
Hare(s): Sir Mobey of Dickus
Location: 4 Oxbow Street
Prelube: 4 Oxbow Street
On On: 4 Oxbow Street
Scribe: Don’t Know Dick

Then there are the
potty mouth hashers,
well if you can’t keep
it clean then put your
toilet where your
mouth is.

It Was a Loooong Fucking Winter;
It was a loooong fucking winter and after about a month of
getting signs of spring all week except for Thursday we
finally broke the winter curse and Thursday dawned bright
and sunny and stayed that way all day. Some of us
persevered over the long winter and subjected ourselves to
days, weeks, months of ongoing torture every Thursday
and therefore kept a familiar bond going, HOWEVER on
this particular Thursday April 26th all the hibernating,
wuzzy, winter worn, and just plain pansy asses showed up.
26 hashers on April 26th it is like it was destiny!

The directionally
challenged hashers –
yup trail or no trail it’s
really just a cluster
fuck!

So because it has been such a looong winter let me
reintroduce some of our long lost hashers:
There is the boys club hashers. We all have dicks so walk
in a straight line to more easily compare the length and arc
of the pendulum swing as we walk.

The I get my own
special piece of
clothing hashers,
because that is the
only wardrobe
items I have and
wear so check out
my dick pix.
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The boozin’ buddies
hashers, hey they have to
get hugs somehow.

600 no 500 run hashers.
Congrats Wet Denim

The first sleeves of the year hashers, yup Deep you are not
innocent like you claim.

The chasing
tail (feathers)
hasher

The full of hot air
RA hasher

The long lost Capt’n, Urine, Blowin Hose, Cheap &
Easy, and Wet Denim hashers

The bystander hashers while not caught in the act most
likely the instigators of many of the above

The Mitzy fan club
hashers Blowin & Cum
see (Mitzy’s) box.
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Everyone came together at Doggie’s house where a very
serious discussion about using the pond as a hot tub was
had but once Willy the 2x virgin said he pissed in it we
ended that idea.
Back to Mobey’s we all sauntered with beer in hand for
home BBQ burgers, dogs, and chilly. The fire and
company was all enjoyed by all hashers – no matter what
their issues are.
PS: Could everyone shave your fucking legs, crotch,
armpits – Its fucking summer you know!
OnOn
Don’t Know Dick

UpCuming Runs
Run # 1001- May 3, 2018
Hare(s): Lady Mz Daisy
Location: Kinex behind new area -4309 48
Avenue
Prelube: Hudson's
On On: East 40th
Run # 1002- May 10, 2018
Hare(s): Cum See By Box
Location: TBA
Prelube: TBA
On On: TBA
Run # 1003- May 17, 2018
Hare(s): Wet Denim
Location: TBA
Prelube: TBA
On On: TBA

All in All it was such a beautiful night. The run was
warm and interesting allowing everyone to get out ‘
The walkers enjoyed a nice stroll in the hot sunshine and
spread out over at least a block or two.
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